Law Offices of James Bame
3580 Wilshire Blvd. 17th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(719)-481-3980
To Whom It May Concern: LinkedIn Support

I would like to report a problem related to a trouble maker, this individual has been spreading
blatant lies and slander as against Kent Kristensen and Messengerbank. This has already cost
Messengerbank $300 Million USD of lost investment from one investment source. This is the post
I am referring to for your review: https://www.linkedin.com/in/stop-kent-a06a50170/ the ie “Stop
Kent, Telegraph Money Messengerbank”.
This trouble maker, his name is Aleksander Egorov. He is a Russian National. I do have a copy
his passport if you need it for any reason.
This is the story of what happened:
Back in September / November of 2017 we successfully launched an ICO and raised over $11
Million USD in record time. This is back when we were “Telegraph Money”, prior to our
development of “Messengerbank”.
This was done in the early stages of the ICO market space as we launched DEBC/Telegraf Money
in Dubai at the World Blockchain Summit which was a huge hit.
What we didn’t realize is that one of the partners “Aleksandr Egorov” was a real scammer; thus
the purpose of this letter to you; he is a real piece of work. He has programing training in the
blockchain space and has the ability to create calamity in the event that he has access to the
passwords, wallets etc that of which he did.
While we had multi-sig crypto wallets, Aleksandr had instructed the webmaster to switch wallet
addresses to another wallet only under his control. As as we went to bed in Dubai during the
Dubai Summit, as our launch was happening on EST time zone; Aleksandr conveniently timed
his planned scam.
We woke up in the morning to see the counter doing really well with our token, but there was no
money in the wallet. We asked Alaksandr why? He explained some BS / nonsense to the effect
that he needed to insure the project is safe and working properly as we were sleeping. This was
utter nonsense as we had team members on almost every major time zone with our CTO
monitoring security aspects from the Dominican Republic in which we have a technical presence.
Conveniently when we needed to address this switch in the wallet addresses, Aleksandr turned
up ill, supposedly hospitalized in Turkey; which we found out later that he flat out ran out of the
country and fled a few days later before we could go and meet him. He ended up hiding out in
Mexico.
He is still hiding in Mexico; we know where he is, but there’s no point of chasing a criminal such
as this man is.
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He took off with all the money, he paid some of the employees and we didn’t realize any of the
proceeds. He flat out stole from us, he stole everything.

We had to suck it up and come up with a peaceful transition and a solution. We did, we had to
create everything from scratch, since the original code he coded was really bad and useless for
what he had to accomplish.
We ended up creating a new brand “Messengerbank” and compensating everyone that had
purchased tokens legitimately from Telegraf Money and issued to them the New minted
Messenger Bank Tokens.
As a result of the mess which Aleksander caused from the previous company, his clients had
complaints as we learned through WebTransfer, blogs and forums where he promised to
compensate his clients with DEBC tokens; when he has already been removed from the company
following his embezzlement of the funds.
In a nutshell Messengerbank has honorably swallowed the pill and made it up to our people. It
did cost us a lot of time, effort and money but we did it.
That’s the summary of the facts and we are fortunate that this regrettable situation happened
early on thereby allowing us to prevent deadbeats and future criminals to be totally disassociated
with our wonderful set of projects; newer and better structure / endeavor.
Now our team is consisting of top-notch honest hard working members with impeccable sterling
records; some of them are so clean and humble they don’t even want to take credit for their work
and some even work in the shadows in efforts to make sure that we are up and running 100% of
the time utilizing and creating cutting edge technology and guiding our direction into a beautiful
and future which was simplified.
Should you have any question we will be glad to answer them. Everything we do is documented,
backed up and we have amazing credible witnesses.
All the best and we look forward having you on board and thank you in advance as you disable
this persons’ Linkedin “Stop Kent” page.

Sincerely

James Bame – Attorney at Law
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